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ln tl¡e atr¡dica r*rer¡ a ridc rmge of individual pollutmt levels
re¡e E¡ar¡red, tlre levele ra¡Bly exceed the occr¡patimel health and
aafety cxpoau¡c li¡its that are thought to be levels et vñich no
health effecte are to be expected.

ìbat studise aro carried out at a level that is too irrcqlete to
drar caLrsal ørclr¡sidra. tt is virtually impossible to measure all
aspects of air quality including micro-environment air change rates,
gaaeoug pollutant levels of ozone, formaldehyder carbon monoxidet
carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides, trace organic contaminants of 200 to
100 compounds including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbonsr pollens'
fungi and bacberia, and cariy out health interviews, a questionnaire
survey and follow-up. As many office buildings are now reaching the
population of a srnall town such a level of detailed investigation is
almost impossible.

The eynergistic effect of expoar¡re to lor levels of pollutante are
largely u{<norn. Although this is an important aspect of current
medical Desearch, particuLarly in the area of carcinogenisis, the
results may not be complete for decades in the range of exposures thst
we face in building situations. It must also be kept in mind that the
sverage office buildingrs occupants represent a very wide and
uncharactetized range of human susceptibilities.

lle see that any attempt to establish a causal link between
objective measurements of air quality and specific health effects is a
very arduous underteking. As a corollary it is equally peDilous to
Buppose that if all pollutant levels are below permissible levels then
no health effecta ehould be expected. This is especially true if we

begin to examine the interrelationships between air quality and other
environmental conditions in the office environment. Poor air
circulation in the interior apace can lead to the impression of poor
air quality even in the absence of high pollutant levels, as can high
temperature or too high or too low humidity. Poor lighting, the lack
of acoustical priyecy, or even the functionality of the interior
Iayout all play a role.

Total Buildirrc Perfonance

It ie clear that related etressors in the office environment muet
have some impact on the occupantsr health and well-being particularly
with regard to fatigue, eye-strain, headaches and increased
susceptability to routine infectious diseases such as colds or the
fIu, but the exact causal. Iinks nould be exceedingly difficult to
establish. In many instances, these interelated stressors may play a
more irnportant role in adversely affecting the occupants' health than
the exposure to individual pollutanta or toxins.

The s aPProach is that the for
ameliora are examined by all disc ible
conflict to benefit from the pra e of
each of disciplines involved. xact
causal relationshipg between air quality and health effecte may not be

established, by ùreating the building environment in a ho1istic
fashion v{e mov; closer Lo our ultimate goal of providing occupant
satisfaction, instead of simply trying to attain "goog" air quality'
The recorunendations formed from such a study can be implemented by the
buildi.ng e
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ventilation rates varied between 14 and 200 L/e,/Pereon. Rather than
presenting the specific sampling results for the remainder of this
þ"p"" we wish Éo present a s-urrunary of the generic air quality
conclusions that shouLd be applicable to most 1ar9e office buildings.



Sr.rarv of Air Ouality Conclusions

Specific Pollutant Sq,¡rces

solver¡ts for clea¡ring copiers or print machines are usually storednear copier machines and may contribute to the pollutant roaá during
both the cleaning operation and storage.

Elueprint ¡achiree generate ammonia and should have the effluent
ducted to the building exterior or return air shafts. The finishedprints themselves also co to theirlarge surface area. Scav he amountof a¡n¡nonia fumes that are However,
they do not obviate the the roomiteelf.

Ventilation Probler Areas

4n

llaiting roqRs have a high density transient load that reqlires a

dedicated air supply for the area, and it appears that in many cases
these needs have 

'not been allowed for in the original design
specification. fhe terminal air supply ducting is oftçn specified
before the final determination of the use of the sp,aces was known'

Air sr.pply from diffusers located in the ceiling combined with a

ceiling aii return plenum can lead to a short-circuiting of bhe air
circulãtion if the room is small. Although there may be adequate air
supply, our tracer gas tests have shown that the supply air may not be

descending or mixing more than 50 to 80 cm below the plenum.

Techmlogical change can alter dramatically the use of space and
the amount of thermal load in a given sPace. As the increased usage
often exceeds the load that the space was designed for, dramatic
deterioration of ai¡ quality can be expected unless the necessary
changes for the ventilation system are carried out concurtentJ.y.

þen office partitione can impede air circulation particularly if
they extend all the way to the floor. In our experience, lifting the
p""lition" 15 to 20 óm off the floor will greatly improve the air
tirculation without too great an adverse effect on acoustical privacy.

llec'hanical Systens

100% fresh air
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to ed textiles is
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Intake air can be contaminated by building exhaust, toilet exhaust
or kitchen exhaust, or by industrial pollution from nearby factories.
Air intakes located on sù.reet level have the potential for drawing in
air contaminated by automobile exhaust from urban traffic.

Humidifier syatems play on important .or" in the overall air
quality in the building. Poor cleaning of humidifier trough can Ìead
to ei[.her foul smellè, odours and the possibility of bacterial
infection, or the distribution of fine calcium and maqnesium carbonate
dust. Humidifier operation should be governed by return air humidity'
and sensors should be checked and recalibrated on a regular basis'

tÞlarying a building as an energy saving measure can adversely
affect the air quality by re on interior spaces
thereby reducing the deman ir. If no'other
changes in the air supply currently such as

raislng the suppty air temp operation may lead
to a reduction in the air supplied PeD Person.
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Facets of Arc*titectural Desion

Mechanical shafts can act as chimneys within the buildingr 9nd

""""1-óofiul"ñt" 
f"om the basement or ground Floor levels to the top

floors of the building. Such shafts should be sealed.

Service elevators located adjacent to loading docks can conduct
vehicle exhaust from the dock area to the top floors of the building.
Improved sealing of the elevator doors, automatic double doors between
thä service elãvator and loading dock, and depressurization of the
elevator shaft may be required to stop this pollutant migration'

Parking garage ventilation that relies on c0 monitors should have
the monitois checked and recalibrated on a regular basis'

Concludinq Re¡arks

buildings.
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